INTERVIEW
Ged Wilson: A Northern Kaleidoscope
‘Original tunes from the world around him viewed through his northern biased kaleidoscope.’ That quote from Ged Wilson’s website sums him
up. His musical history takes us back to the 1960s blues boom. Ged shared memories of taking those irst steps: “I was never really a fan of The
Beatles. I never really quite got them. I was a fan of the Stones. Bands of that era I also liked were The Kinks and The Animals and I soon realised
there was a common denominator. They were all rhythm and blues. That was my introduction. Like everybody else you then start digging deep.
Being from Manchester we went to the Free
Trade Hall every week. I got to see all the
great bands: The Groundhogs, John Mayall,
Rory Gallagher and that takes you back to
where they got their music from. To the old
blues guys, Howlin Wolf and Muddy Waters,
and then back all the way to Son House. You
discover this trail, the fantastic story of the
blues. Once hooked it’s a life sentence.”
Ged’s biggest inluences included Lightnin
Hopkins “I just liked the simplicity of his style.
He sounds so believable, like he was sat in your
front room telling a story. There was a big connection with him though I never got to see
him. I got to see some of the old blues guys
live. Homesick James was one of my favourites. He made me smile. He always stood up
at the end of his performance and said ‘sorry I
can’t do anymore. I’ve got to get up early in the
morning. I’m going ishing’. What inluenced me
to get up on stage in front of a live audience
and have a go were people like Rory Gallagher,
Humble Pie and the Alex Harvey band. What
they can do in a live performance to make it
exciting, you think, I’m going to have a go and
join a band myself.” Ged’s irst band was called
Spike, “Even then we did a couple of our own
numbers. We did a lot of Fleetwood Mac covers as our guitarist was a big Peter Green fan.”
Before life took over the band was fairly
successful but split up when its members
went off to university. The reality of work and
family meant the series of short lived successor bands soon gave way to other demands
“Work, getting married, children and all the
rest of it. It never goes away. I was always interested in writing songs. In the 90s I formed by
own band called Blues At 10 and we used Big
Ben as our logo! We were quite successful and
really busy. We played a lot of gigs in the Colne
and Burnley area in the early 1990s and with
the festivals it was a real hotbed. You couldn’t
go wrong for playing blues in those days, literally six or seven nights a week.”
Fast forward to 2004. All good things come
to an end and by now Ged was a member of
No Money Down; this ive piece was keen to
learn: “We went over to Chicago for a week
to see how the masters do it - the modernday Chicago guys, to see what we were doing
wrong and how to improve things. That was
really interesting. I was the singer and guitarist in that band. We saw Wayne Baker Brooks
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“I wanted to
play with some
younger musicians
to see what
happened.”
at Buddy Guy’s Legends, Eddie Burns, Linsey
Alexander and six or seven other bands. They
let us get up for a bit of a jam too, which was
nice.”
When No Money Down reached its conclusion, Ged decided to try his hand alone.
“At that point I thought it was time to do it
on my own and concentrate on my own songs.
And that’s what I’m still doing today.” Ged has
now recorded three solo albums. He explains
they were “all recorded in various places and
all have a different feel. The irst one, Forever
Now was recorded in Blueprint Studios in
Salford where Elbow do all their stuff. In fact
I met those guys when I was there. That was
me on my own and I was feeling my feet, but
it was a great experience. Then I moved on
and recorded an album called What’s Going On
at Gracieland Studio in Rochdale. That’s Lisa
Stansield’s home / studio. We got more of a

band sound there.” Musicians appearing with
Ged on this album included Tony Marshall on
saxophone, who's played with Kyla Brox, and
drummer Kevin Whitehead who's been playing
with Barclay James Harvest.
The third solo album was recorded in
Cheltenham. He wanted something different
“I drafted in some young musicians deliberately.
I was a bit wary of the old boys, just falling in
and we all know what to do and it all comes
so easy. I wanted to play with some younger
musicians to see what happened. I managed to
source some guys who were all in their twenties but not necessarily blues musicians. They
were all up for it. They came together with me
in Cheltenham, to record Tonight at Noon and
that’s my latest album. It’s a mixture with hints
of jazz, certainly some blues and it’s all my own
songs. There is a hint of humour in a couple of
the songs that hopefully will make people smile.
I hope people will ind it a bit different from
the kind of blues album you might expect.”
Humour is one of Ged Wilson’s trademarks.
He is gently laconic and much of the humour
he says has come from interaction with audiences since he went solo. “You are much more
intimate with the audience as a solo performer
than as a band member. You’re more or less
standing on them. In a band you can be quite
distant; you don’t have the same connection.
As a solo artist, there’s nowhere to hide so
you’ve got to engage with the audience. I quite
enjoy that part of it; the unpredictability. When
it comes to song writing, when you start off
you look at the masters. How did Bob Dylan
do that? Do I want to do subjects as drastic as
world peace? I soon learnt that I’m probably
more adept at picking up on little idiosyncrasies that surround me. Some of them can be
quite funny so they inish up in songs.
The title track of Tonight at Noon is where I
picked up on a poem by Mersey poet Adrian
Henry. I was a big fan of the Mersey poets in
the early 1970s. They seem to get a message
across through a poem with a hint of humour.
I’ve taken that one step on by taking one of
Henry’s poems and putting a modern spin
on it, just for a laugh. I remember one called
‘Transportation Blues’. Stuck in a trafic jam and
thinking, huh, what is it about the transportation system in this country. So I just put a song
together. It’s amazing when I sing that the audience will say yeah, that’s right. That happened
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Gigs
15 Oct: Beer R&B Festival, Devon
12 Nov: Tenby Blues Festival,
Pembrokeshire

“It’s all about
enjoying,
meeting people
and hopefully
inding that
one song that
somebody likes.”

to me, my train was late and it is terrible at
the airport these days….”
The accompanying humour is clear and as
Ged readily says “There’s no hiding me. With
my accent it’s quite obvious straight away
where I’m from. I’m always collecting bits in
my notebook to use later in songs. I’ve some
great quotes. It’s pretty hard to describe what
you mean by being from the north. What I
hope I mean is we’re reaching out, want to
have a good time and meet everybody. We
want to have a really good time and make
sure everybody goes home happy. If I can use
my northern background and humour and
that helps the show, great.”
Moving to Cheltenham has enabled Ged
to expand the range of his playing from the

northern venues that used to be his locals.
Now he has more time to organise his life he
likes to turn the travelling to gigs into visits to
the area he is going to play “If it’s somewhere
we’ve not been we sometimes turn it into a
weekend so we can explore the place.”
Next year will see more travel and a venture as a duo with Pat Rowbottom, bass
player for Cold Flame. Plans are in progress
for a tour of France in April 2018. “Let’s see
what we can do in Europe. Pat and me will be
on vocals and I’ll be guitar with Pat on bass.”
Early retirement provided Ged with the
opportunity to become a full time musician
and he recognises the old adage that there's
little money in blues music with characteristic good humour. “As long as it doesn’t cost

me money that’s great. It’s all about enjoying, meeting people and hopefully inding that
one song that somebody likes and makes it all
worthwhile.” He has no immediate plans for
recording beyond maybe a couple of tracks
for a single “It’s hard to know with so many
formats what people want, but invariably at
shows it falls back onto CDs. People still like
something physical to take home with them.”
The nor ther n k aleidoscope from a
Cheltenham vantage point projects a picture that is easy going and good fun, taking
the small things seriously, but not so seriously
they can’t be the butt of a joke.
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